There is nothing new under the sun, which is especially true for the neurosciences 1 . Our present situation is best described by the Italian poet Eugenio Montale:
There is nothing new under the sun, which is especially true for the neurosciences 1 . Our present situation is best described by the Italian poet Eugenio Montale:
Codesto solo oggi possiamo dirti, cia che non siamo, cia che non vogliamo.
Was heut' wir sagen konnen, ist nur das, was wir nicht sind, was wir nicht wollen.
Today we can only say what we are not, what we don't want. lOur theoretical pos1t1on on electrocortical mechanisms (described in detail in Birbaumer et aI., 1990) is based on Hebb's (1949, 1961) concept of cell assemblies. The neuroanatomy of cell assemblies is described by V. Braitenberg and his group (Braitenberg, 1978 (Braitenberg, , 1984  Braitenberg and Schiiz, 1991;  Schiiz and Palm, 1989) , and the mathematical modeling rests on algorithms and ideas applied by Palm (1982) and Elbert (1987; Elbert and Rockstroh, 1987) . Mayer-Kress et al. (1988) , Freeman (1991) , and Basar, Basar-Eroglu, and Schult (1989) were forerunners in the use of deterministic chaos for the analysis of fast EEG changes to describe the status of cell assemblies. Electrophysiology / Eds: H.-J. Heinze .... Boston : Birkhäuser, 1994, pp. 248-264 Konstanzer -16
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e we concentrate on the tials, let me clarify our pos ities in more general terms, because it deviates from the now-prevailing of cognitive neuroscience or what we call neuropsychoanalysis: eventd potential components interpreted as psychoanalysts interpret dreams. sing this term we want to indicate that cognitive psychophysiologists to interpret brain electrical activities by inventing catchy names such the case of the N400: "semantic mismatch wave" (Kutas and Hillyard, ) , and by doing so the inferred information processing stage seems to me real; at least there seems to be a corresponding brain processes. In y, in the case of the N400, for example, incongruent words or sentences, any other type of incongruity or inconsistency, can elicit a rather cific cortical mobilization. We described such phenomena in the early s, and maintain that little is gained if we give them catchy names. It has obvious for well over a decade that large negativities can be generated any parts of the brain if priming or mobilization of cell assemblies is for or activated by external stimulation (Elbert et al., 1982; . Figure 1 represents the result of an early experiment in which xperimental situation becomes ambiguous, or when "control" over o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10115 WS IS WS IS _ e 1. Large negative postimperative variation (PINV) after loss of control in imental group (EG, right column) for aversive stimulation only. Neutral rative stimuli (IS, hatched line) do not lead to PINV if the behavioral control olumn, first experimental period) is lost (right column). Control group had no ol over IS duration throughout experiment. (from Rockstroh et aI., 1979.) experimental stimuli is withdrawn from the subject. If the subject's expectancy is violated, apoststimulus negative wave develops. Situations with semantic incongruities are but a special case of general priming in arousing conditions.
Cognitive psychophysiologists are tireless inventors of event-related EEG components. Perhaps they hope that their so-called "information processing stages" may ultimately be accepted by the brain, which eventually succumbs under those cognitions and does what it is supposed to do. Before relating the components and waves of event-related potentials to some poorly defined psychological concepts, one should consider the physiological basis of those waves in cortical tissue. If physiological reality matches with psychological terminology, the latter may also receive a breeze of physical reality.
Surface Potentials Indicate Neural Excitability
There is solid neurophysiological evidence, particularly from the work of Caspers, Speckman, and EIger, that local negative variations of the upper cortical layer reflect a lowering of excitation thresholds for the respective assembly. This is not clear for positive variations, which may result from dipole inversion accompanying deeper layer firing or a reduction of upper layer firing. Analysis by Mitzdorf (1985) indicated that most positivities we see in the EEG reflect an increase of excitatory thresholds.
Macroscopically measured potentials largely result from excitatory post-synoptic potentials (EPSPs) in the dendritic trees of the cortex. Stellate cells do not produce open-extracellular far-fields. What we see on the scalp or the surface of the cortex is primarily the summation of postsynaptic potentials at pyramidal cells (see also Mitzdorf, 1985) . Consequently, a surfacenegative potential signifies depolarization of the dendritic tree in vast networks of pyramidal cells, hence indicating an increment in excitability of the underlying cortical tissue.
This suggests that the apical dendritic tree is a candidate for the regulation of cortical excitability thresholds. Depolarization of the apical dendrites causes an efflux of negative charges into extracellular space and back into the neuron in the deeper layers. This results in a polarization of the cortex with the negative pole near the surface. A lowering of thresholds for cortical excitability will result in an increase in surface negativity, while a positive wave is generated when thresholds are set high; therefore, a positive wave, such as the P3, corresponds to an interruption of ongoing activity and to a dysfacilitation of widespread neural activity.
There is also experimental evidence from macroscopic recordings supporting these statements. For instance, drugs that decrease cortical excitability proportionately decrease slow surface negativity. While various antis may exhibit quite different ef ditory evoked potentials, as w roh et aI., 1987, 1991) , they n) amplitude and also the negative DC (direct current) shifts hyperventilation (Rockstroh, 1990; von Biilow et aI., 1989) . t drugs may enhance the CNV, although several results have l (for review, see McCallum, 1988 (Hebb, 1949) has become fundamental to ed with the functioning of the brain, even though many ere reluctant for some 10 or 20 years to accept the lesson rn from a psychologist. Hebb (1949 Hebb ( , 1961 postulated that ory is represented in reverberatory circuits, as described te de No (1943) . Once activated, these circuits can maintain ey are formed by a set of neurons, each of which receives and gives excitation to, other members of the same set. If a number of neurons in one such cell assembly is activated, ill become active. " to memory storage is that the structure of these cell ible and can be changed rapidly. This requires the strengthtions between simultaneously active neurons (Hebb's rule), that has long been considered the physiological basis of mory storage (Hebb, 1949) . It is thought that within neural bility of simultaneously active synapses to depolarize the mbrane is increased above a certain level of postsynaptic sufficient activation weakens active synapses. [This is based models of the memory have been suggested by Palm (1982) lly assumed that plasticity is realized through N-methyl-D-) receptors (for evidence and models of synaptic plasticity, r, and Ebner, 1987; Gustafson et aI., 1987) . Probably all the es are subject to modification in their strength, which would e of four cortical synapses are plastic (Braitenberg and herefore, the buildup and strengthening of a cell assembly large portion of cells not relevant for the concept of the be shut off; otherwise, connections would form randomly. ortical excitability must be reduced for a fraction of a second elevant event can be stored in long-term memory. sis of the considerations of the previous section, we have he widespread reduction in cortical excitability, or inhibition, ll manifest in a widespread positive wave on the scalp . There is evidence that the P300, and in part 252 the positive slow wave, reflect exactly this process. P300 has been linked to the updating of memory (Donchin and Coles, 1988) , and is thought to reflect processes associated with the maintenance of a model of the environment. The larger the information transmission, the more cells should be involved in the network. As updating information must be isolated from background activity, the dysfacilitation must be more widespread, and positivity should increase in expansion and hence in amplitude. An interesting example of the experimental evidence confirming the inhibitoryjdisfacilitatory character of the P3 was provided by . Probe clicks to which subjects were asked to respond were delivered during the time course of (an auditory-oddball) P3. Reaction times were significantly slowed, and probe-elicited ERPs were reduced at times when a P3 was present. A comparable RT slowing was not observed in subjects who responded with a pronounced slow negative wave to the targets. These findings are consistent with the proposed dysfacilitatory process.
Brief Outline of the Threshold Regulation Model
To summarize the consequence of such a Hebbian view for the interpretation of EEG and ERPs:
1. The development of cell assemblies depends on plastic ("Hebbian") excitatory cell systems with~rapid rise time for their construction. The system ideally suited for this purpose are the apical pyramidal dendritic trees of the upper neocortical layer. 2. A cell assembly includes sometimes widespread cortical neurons including sensory, cognitive (meaning), and motor functions. Any restrictive separation into highly specialized "modules," as is fashionable in present-day neuropsychology, is obsolete, vis-a-vis the fact that every sufficiently large pool of neurones of the cortex is connected to every other neuronal pool, forming the anatomic basis of our illusion of a unified consciousness. The meaning and qualitative nature of an event, an idea, an emotion, or a percept, is reflected in the local topography, the topographical "gestalt" of an assembly not in the properties of its parts, the cells or its transmitters. 3. This specificity of an assembly is best reflected in the spatial distribution and frequency of fast-changing electrical activities, such as the EEG and ERP components. It has to be fast because assemblies must have the ability to ignite explosively as a whole: a whisper can turn on a full-blown paranoid delusion within the fraction of a second, including all, or nearly all, sensory, motor, and meaning aspects of that delusion. 4. Cell assemblies, and therefore the EEG and ERP, should have properties of deterministic chaos: They cannot be totally random, as it would be impossible to create new ideas and percepts if assemblies did not generate novel activity patterns within the fraction of a thought. Rapid-state changes 11. Cortical Cell Assemblies and Behavior 253 here some recent data from our laboratory illustrating the points de on the chaotic properties offast EEG and ERP components.
tions are characteristics of cell ass nitial conditions that lead instantly to widespread changes in the m. These two elements also characterize chaotic systems. Freean, 1991; Skarda and Freeman, 1987) has shown, in the olfactory he rabbit, that chaos becomes more prevalent when there is between parts of assemblies or between several assemblies. We we have hints for a similar mechanism for cognitive processes n neocortex (see following). r a given assembly will be ignited and the "contrasts" between their foreground-background Gestalt) depends on the threshold ly. Usually assemblies are excited by external or internal stimuli; ntly, they are primed by conditioned stimuli occurring before a at ultimately ignites the assembly. In addition to externally hreshold regulation, cell assemblies have their own automatic ontrol, so as to, as Braitenberg poetically states, "discover and ..." and to reinforce ideas" and keep them separately" (Braitenhiiz, 1991, p. 205) (Fig. 2) . Another main function of automatic ontrol is to prevent the transition from an "Einfall to an Anfall" from an idea to a seizure) in an excitatory neuronal network. threshold control is its nonlinear transformation of information. e should apply principles from nonlinear systems theory (dechaos) to understand the dynamic patterns of threshold regulaustrated in the following section, slow cortical potentials (SCP) a rather useful tool to measure stimulus-response or "idea"-n. Local negativity represent lowering of thresholds; local positient augmented thresholds for assembly ignition. Because of the ature of threshold control, and the lack of much inhibition in cal architecture, subcortical routes are taken that need more time excitatory ignition of assemblies. Threshold control. Brain B with input I and functional output F has in addition output A that signals total activity; this is fed into a mechanism of threshold control that sets threshold~of all components at certain level 0. ( -) ,--,
Deterministic Chaos in Neural Cell Assemblies Why introducing deterministic chaos in connectionistic models of bra' function and cognition? We (Birbaumer et aI., 1990; Lutzenberger et~ln 1992) , a~d others before~s (Basar, et aI., 1989; Freem~n and Sk.arda, 1987) have pomted out that Without the presence of chaotic electrical processes the formation of new, unlearned percepts (such as odors) and sensory-motor_ patterns cannot be conceptualized or simulated. The chaotic activity has to be deterministic and nonrandom because living biological systems can only function if held within certain activity limits through feedback of the ongoing activity. On the other hand, nonlinear changes in the state of neural cell assemblies (NCAs) is a prerequisite of any living system to generate new sensory-motor patterns that control the environment in a dynamic, everchanging way, patterns that depend on slightly different initial conditions and consequences..
As Freeman (Skarda and Freeman, 1987) has put it, chaos provides the NCAs with a "deterministic 'I don't know' ": Without it, the patterned activity would always return to old, already-formed NCAs leading to exhausting repetition. However, any group of NCAs can be pressed into linear deterministic activity for a certain time period by highly structured external or internal variations. Some pathological conditions, and repetitive behavior without competitive activity, may fall into this category.
Classical behavioral psychology and neuroscience have for a long time exclusively studied linear processes such as habituation or sensitization to simple stimulus configuratiOns. With regard to cognitive activity in the brain (" thinking"), we hypothesize that with increasing competition between NCAs of different cortical localization, the phase space in which a corresponding EEG activity varies becomes multidimensional. On a psychological level, this may correspond to an increasing" dissipation" of the attentional focus. In new situations with multimodal memory demands, the dimensionality ("complexity") of the EEG should be higher. This is similar to the Basar et al. (1989) description of increased coherence of the EEG phase space with increased probability cif stimulus occurrence in simple cognitive tasks, and decreased coherence with increasing difficulty to predict stimulus occurrence.
Intelligence and Brain Chaos
If our hypothesis is correct, the dimensionality of the human EEG should increase with higher processing capacities, as measured by tests of Ill- telligence. Dimensionality in one context is described as the ability ofc ertain space to contain a set of points from a time series, such as the EE . Mathematically, we are calculating the fractal dimensions of the EEG trac:, and the fractal dimension of the EEG attractor. An attractor is the "frozen dynamics of a system, if left without external perturbations. (For methodological details, see Lutzenberger et aI., 199'2). In theory, the more dimenSIons te, the more we need to localize all points of our time series ce, and the more independent processes are building our d time series. may be defined in accordance with Rohracher's subtle hracher, 1976) of the "performance level of psychological e solving or coping with new situations" ("Der Leistungsgrad ktionen bei der Bewaltigung neucr Situationen "). le subjects, (Ss), selected to differ on a broad range in IQ lture-free intelligence test of Cattell) performed a concentrauous performance test, CPT), engaged in emotional imagery, and participated in eyes-open rest, during which 16 EEG channels were recorded according to the W--20 system. The chaotic dimensions of the EEG (frequency range, 2-35 Hz) channels were calculated by using singular value decomposition (factor analysis) and the reference point method (Mayer-Kress et aI., 1988) . Data were collected of groups of 20 resting EEGs (2048 values) and in groups of 20 EEG, during imagining "the most pleasurable" and "the most aversive scene" of the Ss life. EEG (X-and j3-power were transformed for demonstration purposes constructing "brain chaos maps" (Fig.  3) . Figure 3 demonstrates the pronounced and significant [F(I,18) = 7.3, p<.Ol] difference between 10 Ss with IQs above average and 10 Ss with IQs below 100 (median split). Higher IQs exhibited approximately five-dimensional phase space during rest; lower IQs exhibited only three to fourdimensional phase space, particularly at central-parietal locations.
Tests of concentration (d2, Bourdon test) and personality questionnaires measuring risk for psychopathology failed to show meaningful differences in EEG dimensionality. Positive and negative emotional content of the image had no influence on the EEG complexity. However, Figure 4 indicates that the EEG dimensionality does not represent a task-independent trait variable such as IQ. During imagery, the differences between high and low IQ groups vanishes: the low-IQ Ss EEGs becomes significantly more complex, whereas the high-IQ Ss EEGs become simpler. Figure 4 also indicates that data from an independent sample of medical students (whose average IQ is usually above 100) confirms the positive relationship between IQ and increasing dimensionality. 11. Cortical Ce lier study (Lutzenberger et aI., 1992) , we used a variety of tasks ss sensory modalities including touch, vision, imagery, and sing that reflect neuropsychological processes which differentioth the frontal and more posterior areas of the cortex. The s variations between scalp sites for all measures and also ween tasks in terms of dimensionality of the EEG attractor as ensionality of the EEG trace itself. A statistical comparison aps generated by means of the various measures shows that rmations are extracted when using the different measures. nstrate that traditional Fourier analyses only extract limited rom the EEG and thus do not present a complete picture. odology of nonlinear dynamics seem to result in higher brain nonprimed situations, with an interaction between different sensory and motor modalities. If task demands are primed by nals, the electric activity turns into a more deterministic mode, ore clearly, as mentioned earlier, by slow brain potentials. Rest, magery, nonorientated "free-floating" thinking, etc. do not mine threshold regulation as does immediate goal-oriented lected in SCPs positivities and negativities. For those more processes, rhythmicity is mandatory and higher dimensions are us return to those situations in which highly deterministic behavior and thought are produced by low excitatory thresl NCAs, in particular those of the apical dendrites of the low Cortical Potentials Facilitate or Retain Thought ast 15 years we have tried to illustrate the threshold-regulating SCPs with different methodologies. As an example that departs l psychophysiological experimentation, we summarize studies ant conditioning of slow cortical potentials. s of studies (reviewed in Birbaumer et aI., 1990; Rockstroh et aI., healthy Ss and clinical patients, Ss learned to control local nd positivities of 6-to 10-sec duration using the biofeedback e developed in the late 1970s (Elbert et aI., 1980) and the ration of which is illustrated in Figure 5 . ed a TV screen that displayed their slow cortical potentials particular scalp location. SCPs are presented continuously, sented by an outlined rocket ship moving back and forth in a ane for 6-10 seconds per trial (depending an experimental he closer the rocket moves towards two vertical bars on the re negative or positive the particular potential has become. patients).
1980b), psychoses-prone Ss (Elbert et al., 1983) , schizophrenics (Schneider et aI., 1992) , children with attentional problems (Rockstroh et aI., 1991) , chronic pain patients (Haag et aI., 1982) , and, recently, drug-resistant epilepsies (Elbert et aI., 1991) and patients with psychosomatic disorders (Lutzenberger et aI., 1980b) . Patients with functional or neurological disorders of the prefrontal lobe such as schizophrenics, Ss with a high risk for schizophrenia, children with attention deficit disorders, and patients with bilateral lesions of the frontal lobes are unable to transfer the learned response and need extended training of as many as 30 sessions to learn SCP regulation. Patients with an increased awareness of internal and visceral bodily processes [such as pain patients or sufferers from migraine (Lutzenberger et aI., 1980a) and depressed patients (Schneider et aI., 1992) ] show performance superior to that of normals.
A double-blind study (Rockstroh et aI., 1993) on 24 drug-resistant adult epileptic patients proved the clinical utility of our paradigm and demonstrated, once again, that positivity hightens and negativity lowers excitation threshold. In the epilepsy study, patients had to discriminate central negativities and positivities during the first 20 training sessions. They were then trained to produce cortical positivity only to suppress seizure activity during the last 8 booster sessions. Figure 7 shows the slow learning curve of the patients in producing and positivity "on command." The control group had the same but received feedback of its alpha activity. None of the subjects rol group improved. Figure 8 demonstrates the clinical outcome erimental group. With the exception of one patient, only patients d to produce negativities and positivities improved or became . We consider this an impressive confirmation of our hypotheses clinical life.
Frequency distribution of relative changes in seizure frequency, comction of median seizure incidence during follow-up divided by median nth baseline. Value of 0 on abscissa means that patient has become during follow-up period; value of 1, seizure incidence has remained (From Rockstrah et al. 1993 . With kind permission of Elsevier Science reland, Ltd.) tic primed or prepared responses and thought do need local slow brain potentials to occur.
Despite its obvious clinical utility and experimental support, the presented hypothesis retains many doubts and uncertainties. We have not, however, intended to lead the reader into the misery of clarity (E. M. Cioran) or to a special destination. We do not need a special destination; we only wish to have incited your doubts. Let us conclude with a little poetry by the great Italian poet Giorgio Caproni, which characterizes all our scientific efforts more distinctively than we could: "Avanti! Ancora avanti" urlai.
.n vetturale si volto.
"Signore," mi fece. "Piu avanti non ci sone che i campi." "Forward, further forward!" I howled. The coachman turned around. "Sir," he said to me, "Forward is only the distance."
